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Recently, it has been found that the dynamic moments of inertia for the superdeformed bands
in several nuclei exhibit an unexpected AI = 4 bifurcation at high rotational frequency1) ,
indicating the presence of C< symmetry in nuclei. Same symmetry was suggested in the octupole
0~ bands in 236.238U 2) . Here we would like to point out the possible existence of the AI = 4
bifurcation in the ground state bands of normally deformed nuclei from actinide region.

Following the suggestion in Ref. 1), the energy difference between consecutive transitions AEn

(inversly proportional to the dynamic moments of inertia), relative to a smooth reference AEJf1,
was plotted as a function of /. Because AEn - AE™' is linear in / ( / + 1) for a rotor with
Ei = AI(I + 1) + B[I(I + I)]2 + C[I{I + I)]3 + £>[/(/ + I)]4, any regular fluctuation in this
quantity may be regarded as an indication of the C\ symmetry. It is interesting to note that
such a regular staggering indeed exist, e.g. in 23°.232Th and 232U, though a slightly irregularity
appears in some cases (e.g. 234Th). Moreover, similar regularity may be seen in odd-A nuclei,
e.g. the [642)5/2+ band in 237Np.
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The results of (a), (b), and (c) manifest themselves a regular staggering, though that of (d)
gives a slight irregularity in AEj- AE'y

cl s \E1(I~2)-3E1{I) + 3£7(J+2) - £ , ( / - 2)]/4.
The experimental data of transition energies are taken from Ref. 3.

In order to establish the systematics of the AI = 4 bifurcation, more experimental data
(including longer sequence within each rotational band) are needed.
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